In order to resolve tdf#131233 (requesting actionable information on missing hyphenation package) a hub link to https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/Language/Support/ is needed.

**History**

#1 - 2021-07-01 11:22 - Florian Effenberger
- Assignee set to Christian Lohmaier

#2 - 2021-07-01 17:00 - Heiko Tietze
Patch is at https://gerrit.libreoffice.org/c/core/+/118230 with the preliminary address https://hub.libreoffice.org/HyphenationMissing/ (Common.xcu) that is concatenated with "&LOocale=" and getBcp47() (appserv.cxx).

#3 - 2021-07-05 08:56 - Heiko Tietze
- Subject changed from Hub request to Hub request to wiki/hyphenation

#4 - 2021-07-05 11:39 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version set to Q3/2021

#5 - 2021-07-05 19:22 - Christian Lohmaier
- Status changed from New to Resolved

https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/Language/Support is only available in four languages, counting English.

But the redirect is setup, and thanks to the wiki-page handling magic added by Guilhem previously works by trying the pages first and falling back to the English one in case there is no translation.

#6 - 2021-07-08 11:52 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed